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Abstract—Diversity of today’s architectures have forced programmers and compiler researchers to port their application
across many different platforms. Compiler auto-tuning itself plays
a major role within that process as it has certain levels of
complexities that simply the standard pre-defined optimization
levels fail to bring the best results due to their average performance output. To address the problem, different optimization
techniques has been used for traversing, pruning the huge space,
adaptability and portability. In this short paper, we propose
our different approaches including the use of Design Space
Exploration (DSE) techniques and Machine Learning to further
tackle the both problems of selection and the phase-ordering
of the compiler optimizations. It has been demonstrated and
assessed that utilizing these techniques have positive effects on
the performance metrics of the given applications and can bring
up to 60% performance improvement with respect to standard
optimization levels (e.g. -O2 and -O3) on the selection problem
and up to 4% w.r.t. to LLVM standard optimization on the phaseordering problem.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

Conventional software applications are first developed in
the desired high-level source-code (e.g. C, C++) and then are
passed through the compilation phase to build the executable.
The later phase includes compiler optimization process in
which the target metrics such as execution time, code-size,
power, etc are optimized depending on the desired scenario.
Compiler optimizations are playing an important role to transform the source-code to an optimized variation. Usually, opensource/industrial compiler platforms are coming off-the-shelf
with some standard optimization levels (e.g. -O1, -O2, -O3
or -Os) to bring the average-good results for conventional
platforms. However, quite often they fail to bring the optimal
results for specific applications, architectures and platforms.
In the short paper, two different techniques for compiler autotuning , namely, DSE and Machine Learning based techniques
have been proposed to accommodate and address the problem
of selecting the best compiler optimization for a given application.
II.

embedded systems processor by applying random design of
experiment algorithm and tackle the aforementioned problem
by proposing an automatic methodology based on a tool-chain
including our Multi-Objective System Tuner tool (MOST), a
wrapper, an open-source compiler and a compiler/simulator;
namely, LLVM and VLIW-EXample (VEX). The proposed
tool-chain enables the designer to automatically explore, optimize and analyze the options by using several standard
benchmarks for both high-end embedded and signal processing applications [1]. Being focused more on the analysis,
we showed that the adoption of the specific methodology
either in a cross-architecture and/or cross-application manner, can deliver significant application specific insights thus
enabling the designer to guide through decisions regarding
the architecture and the compilation optimization strategy [2].
Figure 1 represents the proposed methodology for compiler
co-exploration with DSE techniques. The work-flow starts
on by inferring the pareto-optimal architectural design space
and then it feeds the found architectural properties to the
compiler framework. Statistical analyses will be applied at
the end to assess the correlation between utilizing the certain
compiler options and the observed performance metrics. Figure
2 is showing different distributions derived by applying the
proposed DSE methodology that reveals the effect of utilizing
certain compiler optimizations on the performance metric.
III.

A PPROACH (II): M ACHINE L EARNING A PPROACH

Diversity in applications and architecture, simply makes it
barely possible to manually optimize and port the source-codes
for each application/architecture. Random Iterative Compilation fails to efficiently bring the optimal results due to its high
demand on time and number of iterations. In order to improve
the portability of compiler optimization with respect to the
handcrafted approaches, machine learning has been used to
address both the selection of compiler optimization options and

A PPROACH (I): DSE A PPROACH

DSE refers to the activity of exploring the design parameters alternatives before the actual design. It deals with pruning
and exploring the design space efficiently. The proposed work
targets the exploration of compiler options parameters, in
order to automatically explore the design space and analyze the compiler-architecture co-design. As per evaluation
platform, we assessed the proposed methodology in Verylong-Instruction-Word (VLIW) architecture as a promising

Fig. 1: Approach (I): DSE Proposed Methodology
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Fig. 2: Visualization of (a) licm’s significant positive effect,
(b) reassociate’s no significant effect
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Fig. 3: Approach (II): Overview of the proposed M.L Methodology a) training phase b) predicting phase

phase-ordering problem [3] to predict the right optimization to
be applied given an unseen application [4].
A. The Selection Problem
Addressing the issue on the second approach, we propose a Machine Learning based autotuning framework that
maximizes the performance of a target application. The proposed work starts by applying statistical methodology with
Bayesian Networks to infer the probability distribution of
the compiler optimizations to be enabled to achieve the best
performance. We start to drive the iterative compilation process by sampling from the probability distribution. Likewise
most machine learning approaches, here we use a couple of
sets of training applications to learn the statistical relations
between application features and the compiler optimizations.
Given a new unseen application, its features are fed into the
machine leaning algorithm as evidence on the distribution. This
evidence imposes a bias on the distribution. Since compiler
optimizations are correlated with the software features, we can
redo the process of sampling for the new target application.
Figure 3 demonstrates the second proposed approach that is
assessed on an embedded ARM device with GCC compiler.
The obtained probability distribution is indeed applicationspecific and effectively exploits the use of iterative compilation
process as it only drives with the most promising compiler optimizations [5]. Figure 4, represents the result of our proposed
ML algorithm w.r.t standard optimization levels -O2 and -O3
on cBench suite. It represents significant speedup factor over
the majority of the evaluated applications with the average 56%
and 47% improvement on respectively -O2 and -O3. Utilizing
the proposed machine learning approach led to reach a factor
of 3× exploration speedup when it comes to compare with
the random iterative compilation having a fixed number of
extraction.

Fig. 4: Performance improvement of our Bayesian Networks
w.r.t -O2 and -O3

IV.

This short paper presents two main different approaches
on the compiler autotuning problem using DSE techniques
and machine learning. The assessments demonstrate positive
speedup on the performance metrics while classifying the
effective compiler optimizations derived by the methodology
in DSE approach and 40%-60% speedup with respect to GCC
-O2 and -O3 on an ARM embedded-board. Future work will
be focused on more fine-grain analyses on the dependability
of the input data with the compiler optimization options and
applying more sophisticated machine learning techniques to
the phase-ordering problem of the compiler optimization.
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